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The Microcosmic Orbit of Taoist Yoga: Alchemy and Immortality – 12 harmonic nodes with Emptiness as 
Octave, Yang as Perfect Fifth and Yin as Perfect Fourth -  



 
 
And so then I recently discovered Italian math professor's book, And Yet it is heard a book on 
multicultural math of music. 
 
And there it was - the 12 note music scale - based exactly on the SAME principles as the Small Universe 
or microcosmic Orbit of "small heavenly circuit" meditation. In other words - the qi cycles based on 2 
hours, based on the seasons, the 12 earthly branches, the zodiac as well. But here's the kicker - the first 
note is the Moon energy based on the moon calendar and the difference between the Moon months 
(turned into years) and the Solar years - multiplied as the common denominator -  is the  same as the 
Pythagorean Comma! 
 
Professor Torietti did not translate the Moon months into years but just assumed they were years from 
the get go so when I calculated a Chinese astronomy book it did the calculation as based on moon 
months (81) - not 81 years. And suddenly up pops the Pythagorean Comma from the Pythagorean 
Alchemy! 
 
And so now I realized the secret of why the small universe meditation has Om and Mua as the notes - 
when the Pythagorean spiral (as taught in Western harmonics) is just a Perfect Fifth in one direction. the 
chinese, as with the true Early Pythagorean harmonics, construct the scale as complementary opposites 
of yin and yang - so that the "yin" is actually from the previous yang - and each time it is Perfect Fifth or 
Perfect Fourth interval. The same is true for Orthodox Early Pythagorean harmonics - they ONLY used 
the PErfect Fifth and Fourth to construct the octave scale. And just as with Daoist yoga - the actual 
alchemy secret of the harmonics is to put Fire into Earth to turn Water into Air! 
 
So now I had confirmed that Plato not only lied about the actual Pythagorean harmonics (based on the 

https://archive.org/details/springer_10.1007-978-3-0348-0672-5


lie of Philolaus) but Plato also lied about the alchemy - stating that Air is to Fire as Water is to Earth - as 
geometric irrational magnitude! I had done my intensive meditation training through the African Studies 
department based on the argument that Plato was against the real Natural Law of PYthagorean 
harmonics that actually were nonwestern harmonics - just as the book Racial Contract exposes the 
Natural Law eugenics racism. I knew that this eugenics racism was directly from music theory - the 
WRONG music theory. As Erno Lendvai exposed (and promoted) each citizen for democracy (defined as 
a fake 9/8 major 2nd) must "compromise" for the "good of the state" as irrational magnitude so that the 
Tyrant as 9/8 cubed would emerge as the Devil's Interval! 

 

Qigong Student visits me in 2013 from my online rants - and asks me for a copy of the Small Universe 
C.D. so I give him the hour long meditation C.D. - after I made him camp in the forest overnight. haha. 

 
And so I ordered another hour long "small universe" meditation c.d.  as I realized - doing an hour full 
lotus small universe meditation gets some good reverse time tummo heat going, to burn bad karma. 2 
hours of full lotus small universe meditation gets a nice fire going in the lower tan t'ien. 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-f4zCqCRq908/WqsK3JrBI8I/AAAAAAAAANg/kjkiT46zJP0MbsgeP5emeIGk58i_iUkXACLcBGAs/s1600/2013-07-12+20.55.50.jpg


 

 
So you can see here - there are 12 nodes in the small universe meditation - the same as the Taoist Yoga: 
Alchemy and Immortality book. 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-dP2mlaTyvpQ/WqsL2Hw5RxI/AAAAAAAAANs/2eZVS00FJRMsf1rWT16qbU4mYbjaaC4awCLcBGAs/s1600/image1.JPG


 

So then amazingly Kriya Yoga has the SAME secret of the Small Universe meditation as based on music 
harmonics - and Kriya Yoga is claimed to be older than Hinduism - meaning before the now documented 
Brahmin Vedic "invasion." And so the below Kriya Yoga circulation of energy meditation is based on the 
"three gunas of no guna" - also from the Octave, Perfect Fifth and Perfect Fourth music harmonics! 

https://www.energygatesqigong.us/becoming-master/images/4_43_68-small-universe-energy-points.jpg


 

And so we have the same secret - we have that the Lunar energy has to first be sublimated - we have 
the SAME secret of the Fire going into Earth as the translation of "Kundalini" (literally means Fire into 
the hole in the Earth" to create the Water turned into Steam as Air. It is exactly the same meditation! 
And so the Chinese music tuning as the infinite spiral of yin and yang has been considered as far back as 
the Yellow Emperor and in the graves we have the alchemical Dragon (crocodile) and tiger - going back 
to 5,000 BCE. And we have the SAME crocodile and tiger alchemy in India. I did a blog post on 
thedaobums documenting how the Dragon in China originated as the Crocodile. A lot of people didn't 
want to believe it - but alchemically the crocodile means the same in India as well as it does in China!! So 
this is real corroboration. 
 
We also have the SAME "golden tripod" - three leg secret of alchemy in China and in the Pythagorean 
alchemy training. And we can trace this to the Stupas being the same as well. 

https://wiki.yoga-vidya.de/images/b/bd/RTEmagicC_chakras-und-Kshetras.jpg.jpg


 

 
In Pythagorean Alchemy the Tetraktys means "creative fire" - and is the triangle as the harmonic ratios 
of Perfect Fifth/Fourth with the One as not being a Number but rather consciousness as the fire. And so 
how is it creative? The trick is, as Philolaus revealed, to have 2/3 as the subharmonic or C to F, to put the 
fire down into the Earth as the element of Fire is 8 so it is 8/12 as Fire into Earth. And then to turn Water 
into Air is the time reversal of 9/6 also as 3/2. And so the secret of the music tuning reveals the secret of 
the alchemy!! This is the secret of the Perfect Fifth as the Single Perfect Yang of the Golden Tripod - to 
harmonize humans, earth and heaven - with the Perfect Fourth as the subharmonic of 4/3 as a different 
root tonic (Earth) turned into Heaven by a time reversal into 8/6 from 12 to 6 Octave. 
 
The early Orthodox Pythagoreans just as with the Chinese - used pitch pan pipes - and so never had the 
"paradox" of a wavelength longer than the string - and so never needed to created geometric magnitude 

http://www.sacred-texts.com/cfu/choc/img/04200.jpg


as irrational number to hide this physical untruth. Instead they knew that reality was NUMBER as 
frequency energy and time reversals, just as with quantum relativity. So this truth was not rediscovered 
until Louis de Broglie's Law of Phase Harmony whose protege Olivier Costa de Beauregard stated that 
precognition is explained by de Broglie Law of Phase Harmony. Precognition is definitely real and 
experienced by doing this alchemy training. haha. 
 
And so we have archaeological evidence that the Great Mother worship of Time as Kala or Aion or 
Harmonia - the Cosmic Mother as Nuit - who can never be unveiled - goes back to at least 6,000 BCE - 
and the Lunar goddess worship was tied then to the "black stone" of magnetite of meteorites. So the 
Yuan Qi as the female formless awareness or reverse time "Yin matter" (virtual information field) is truly 
electromagnetic negentropic force. 
 
And so then we documented that the first Mother Goddess in these early farming cultures - spread from 
the Near East or West Asia - to China and India - also had the Cow as the Moon Goddess based on the 
music harmonics of 2/3 as sacred in Egypt and the Veena as the spinal fret energy. Similarly in China the 
frets were based on the spine - 

So Lui (呂) is the character meaning spinal column, hence, it is directly related to our subject. This 
character has one more interesting meaning ‘ ‘frets’ (of musical instruments) (1,5,6), the construction of 
which is similar with that of the spinal column. We should also mention that Chinese musical scale is also 

called Liu Liu (呂律), 

and in India: 

“The 24 frets of the (Veena) instrument are analogous to the 24 cartilages in the spinal cord. The 
number 24 also relates to the 24 syllables in the Vedic Gayatri mantra.”  
Acoustic engineer and Vedic sound expert, Dr. M.G. Prasad., source of image: 

 



 

Aion, the Cosmic Mother as the cerebrospinal Lunar Water ionized into third eye eternal reverse time 
force, from the 12 harmonic nodes of lunar months - as solar-lunar harmonics of Mithra and Phanes 
(Western Asia-Pythagorean) 

The Orphic Cosmic-Egg Snake is, according to the amazing book The Origins of European Thought: About 
the Body, the Mind, the Soul, the World, Time, and Fate by Richard Broxton Onians, Cambridge 
University Press, 1951: pp. 118-122 - Pythagorean alchemy secrets of the consciousness conspirachi 
from 5th C. BCE! 

"begotten by a wind...a breath-soul...harmony...drawn from the whole body...gathers in the spinal 
marrow...most of it flows from the head...a Pythagorean quoted, 'that the  

https://books.google.com/books?id=U0q6Tnu7p8MC&dq=orphic+serpent+egg+pythagoras&q=egg#v=snippet&q=egg&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=U0q6Tnu7p8MC&dq=orphic+serpent+egg+pythagoras&q=egg#v=snippet&q=egg&f=false
http://opsopaus.com/OM/BA/PT/Modena.gif


seed....generative water of the marrow [aka cerebrospinal fluid].... that breathes through the 
reproductive organ.... is a drop of the brain containing in itself warm vapour....the union of the two 
serpents represent the life complete by the union of the male and female'.... (googlebook)  

 

Mithras or Phanes (the Light) emerging from the Cosmic Egg and surrounded by a mandorla of the 
zodiac (corresponding to the twelve "altar fires" in the Pythagorean tarot) - secret of the Small Universe 
meditation from Ancient Pre-Socratic Pythagorean (Snake-master) blacksmith alchemy 

And so the 12 fires were created from the 1:2:3:4 harmonics of the pitch pipe of Hermes in 
disagreement with Apollo via Orpheus. 
 
 So now we can see what happened - Apollo was based on Hermes using a Lyre along with Orpheus - 
while the Pitch Pipes of Pan were discarded as supposed wild frenzy of Dionysius - of the Underworld of 
real alchemy!! 
 
And yet what did Anaximander teach? That the Cosmos is created by pitch pipes or flute holes and when 
the air blows across them the fire and light shines out. 
 
So then the professor explains for the Chinese the first note was Harmony of Heaven and Earth but the 
2nd note was based on decreasing the circumference of the pipe along with the length and so was the 
seasons of the Earth, so more complicated. The third note was then based on the I Ching as the energy 
of Man. 
 
So the 2nd note as 6 of 9 was from 90 feet long with a circumference of 9 as 81 - the number of Lunar 
Months as the 1st note as Heaven. 6 was 2 as Earth x 15 (the solar month as 24 solar months in a year) 
which gives 12 months (or 12 harmonic notes) with Earth as the value of 2 solar months!! So 30 is the 
value of Earth and take 2 to get 60 as the length x 6 of the diameter to get 360 as the solar year! 
 
Wow - so we just revealed the secret of how the Dragon of the Sun turns the Earth into Fire as alchemy 
based on the measurements of the pitch pan pipes!! No wonder 2/3 ratio was sacred in Egypt, as the 
secret of alchemy. 
 
 And so the Original Meaning of Holy Spirit is Harmonia as noncommutative Phase or F (8/12) = G (9/6) 
at the SAME TIME (fire into Earth as Water into Air) to create the Ether as the Sacred Cosmic Mother 
(the Earth as Yuan Qi or Perfect Yin or White Tiger). The Pythagorean Philolaus (fr. 10) says, "Harmonia 
comes to be in all respects out of opposites: for Harmonia is a unification of things mutually mixed, and 
an agreement of things that disagree." 



 

Fire into Earth is the subharmonic as 2/3 or 8/12 with a time reversal of Water into Air as 9/6 or 3/2 - 
noncommutative phase secret of alchemy 

 
And so the secret of the complementary opposites alchemy is that as the Bellow expands (the lungs) 
while breathing in - the energy goes up the spine but on Exhale the energy goes down the front of the 
spine - each case has the external bellows (lungs) and internal alchemical fire driving into the EArth with 
Water turning into Air - both working at the same time as noncommutative phase nonlocality. 
 
The highest of all fires is called Jnana Fire, Knowledge, Fire of Knowledge. All fires are petty in front of 
that: Jnana, Knowledge. Offer your thoughts to the Fire of Knowledge. Swami Rama 
 
Sanskrit is considered the language of the Gods and views the body as a musical instrument derived 
from the Om., in which the voice is its note. 
 
"NAGA: The eternal yogi" documentary on tapasya - inner fire yoga in Rajasthan. 
 
As the Pythagoreans (Nagas or Snake-masters) teach the same: 
 
  the One (light as spirit) arises from the Absolute Void (Central Ether Fire that can not be seen) as 
eternal time that feeds on the light by breathing. 
 
 And so this is the secret OM source of Light - when we LISTEN with the eyes closed - then after 
meditation the light shines out of our eyes - POWERED by the reverse time. The Unstruck Sound feeds 
off the light as external entropy time and turns the time around as New Creation - free OM energy of 
the Octave, Perfect Fifth, Perfect Fourth noncommutative phase or "three gunas of no guna" as the 
Spanda or Nada source of reality. 
 
 

https://spacezilotes.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/image_thumb25.png?w=506&h=270


The Void of Parmenides as Apeiron is the Siren that creates the energy of the Stars as the Hearth or 
Air that Feeds off the Light of the Universe 
 
 Siren originally meant Bird song - as natural ultrasound harmonics. So just as the highest pitch heard 
externally is the gateway into the OM as the subharmonic ELF of the vagus nerve to the right side of 
the heart - the ultrasound resonates the brain as quantum nonlocal reverse time phonon energy. 
 
Alcmaeon, a 5th Century BCE Pythagorean physician said the soul is in continual motion like the 
heavens as immortal light and this circular motion of energy creates health as isonomia. 
 
 So it is now official - the ancient Pythagoreans practiced "circulation of energy" based on the 12 
harmonic nodes of the Zodiac - just as the Daoists did and in India - and this was also taught in Egypt. 
 
And so just as the Egyptians liked to be buried with literal Gold to increase their solar spirit alchemical 
energy - for the Daoist alchemists - the bones become the Earth Gold for the Yang Sheng body to 
emerge as the golden immortal. 
 
And so at first the metal of the Lungs (white tiger) is transformed - the bellows of alchemy turns the 
metal from lungs into lead into mercury and then gold. 
 
And so in Africa this same blacksmith alchemy is found - just as Pythagoras listened to the black 
smiths to discover his alchemy secret. In Africa the blacksmith alchemy is based on the reptilian 
crocodile and snake Python power  (dragon). And so this goes back to the original human culture 
teaching the N/om secret from 70,000 years ago - to visualize Fire at the base of the spine - is to turn 
the Dragon of the heart into alchemical dragon fire in the Earth, creating the Sacrum Sacred Ecstasy of 
turning Water into Air. 
 
And this teaching was originally based on music, as Dr. Victor Grauer details in his Sounding the 
Depths book - the San Bushmen original human spiritual alchemy training spread around the world via 
the same music harmonic secrets. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
  
 
And so the small intestines is where the N/om is stored, just as with the Lower Tan T'ien - the "2nd 
brain" has more neurons than the heart! This is the real secret of alchemy. 
 
 
The Counter-Fire of Pythagorean Alchemy as Hades is the Void of the Lower Tan T'ien (the literal 
holographic hell on Earth) as Air (the secret White Tiger Yuan Qi or Yang within the Yin) that feeds the 
light because the 1 as the Light has to be put into the Void in the Earth. This means you focus or 
visualize your mind as fire spirit under the water element (3) into the Earth to create more Air as Aion 
kundalini energy or ionized neurohormones. 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
The deep reverse breathing of the lungs physically activates the adrenal glands to double the 
adrenaline levels. Fire of the eyes going out via the heart has to be retracted to the wood as liver and 
water of the kidneys reproduction has to be retracted back into the lungs as metal (hence the 5 
elements secret of Daoist alchemy is the noncommutative phase of Dragon and Tiger copulation - the 
yang left hand of the white tiger resonating the yin lower body of water (dragon crocodile) while the 
yin right hand of the fire dragon (resonates the yang upper body of the lungs (the white tiger or 
metal). You get complementary opposites at the same time as nonlocal entanglement - as the yang 
within yin and  yin within yang rotate in opposite time directions of the small universe - so that yang 
approaches yin from above or yang approaches yin from below and vice versa - just as with the Music 
scale - the  yin and yang switches position, in the middle of the scale - so too does the yin and yang 
switch positions at the heart. 
 
 
 
And so just as the Small Universe is based on music theory - the 12 nodes of the lunar months have yin 
within yang at the Solstices and Balanced at the Equinox - and this is found in Egypt as well. 
 

 

 
 
 And so the yang and yin reverses as the "moving of yin and yang" exercise - with the 11 to 1 pm as yin 
within the yang and 11 pm to 1 am as yang within the yin. 
 

http://khemitology.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/path-of-sun.jpg


 

 
 
So with the legs - for male - the left leg is yang and so should be "on top" to embrace the yin of the 
lower body - thereby storing up the energy - as this opens up the liver qi more as the yang jing (green 
dragon) of the upper body - the ether power of the yin shen. 
 
And we can go on with the Eyes as well - the right eye is the Moon as the Po Soul or yin qi lung energy 
of the body that builds up into the Yuan Qi as the Cosmic Mother or Shakti Force of the Solar Shen - 
the left eye is the Hun Soul - the yin shen powered by the liver - that builds up into the Yuan Shen as 
the Sun. 
 
https://www.pdf-archive.com/2017/04/10/idiot-s-guide-to-taoist-alchemy/ 
 
for more details on the training. To get the small universe meditation c.d. or "moving of yin and yang" 
c.d. see http://springforestqigong.com 
 
I almost forgot the "advanced" alchemy: 
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So again you visualize light which has the GREEN power of ether Fire of the Universe (the Mother 
Earth as biophoton cosmic energy) that charges up the secret Air power in the Water - so that the 2nd 
brain (more neurons than the heart) then opens up the third eye. This is why the legs of the body are 
the "branches" of the tree - in full lotus - the roots of the tree are the brain. It is the Upside Tree as 
the Cosmic inversion of alchemy - just as in Permaculture. 
 
The gastrointestinal-brain axis in humans as an evolutionary advance of the root-leaf axis in plants: A 
hypothesis linking quantum effects of light on serotonin and auxin Article type: Brief Report Authors: 
Tonello, Lucioa; * | Gashi, Bekimb | Scuotto, Alessandroa | Cappello, Glendaa | Cocchi, Massimoa | 
Gabrielli, Fabioa | Tuszynski, Jack A.c Affiliations: [a] LUDES Foundation, Smart City, Kalkara, 1001, 
Malta | [b] Department of Biology, University of Prishtina “Hasan Prishtina”, Prishtina, 10000, Kosovo 
| [c] Department of Physics, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, T6G 2J1, Canada  
 
Source of the image - free educational fair use -  
 
 Human body is also called veena, a musical instrument as it produces musical notes through vocal 
cords. The stringed and wind blown instruments naturally produce pleasant notes so they get upper 
hand in musical instruments. Chitra veena has seven strings and is played by fingers. Vipanchi has nine 

https://content.iospress.com/articles/journal-of-integrative-neuroscience/jin048
https://content.iospress.com/articles/journal-of-integrative-neuroscience/jin048
https://content.iospress.com/articles/journal-of-integrative-neuroscience/jin048
https://content.iospress.com/articles/journal-of-integrative-neuroscience/jin048
https://content.iospress.com/articles/journal-of-integrative-neuroscience/jin048
https://content.iospress.com/articles/journal-of-integrative-neuroscience/jin048


strings and is played by kona (plectrum). These veenas can be seen in early sculptures of Sanchi, Barhat, 
Amaravati, Nagarjunkonda etc. In Buddhist literature, there is a mention of a seven stringed veena. It 
describes there that Buddha broke the seven strings one by one and still the notes continued. It shows 
that the influence of music lasted even after the actual music stopped.  
Meditate on Brahma as made of light - a light consisting of OM, that is the luminous Jnana. When the 
kundalini joins the SELF she exits through the sockets of the eyes. This subtle jnana is to be kept secret. 
Dr. James Mallinson 
 
The Inner Ear or "sound-current" method of the Buddha is the "Mouna Samadhi" - highest level of 
Samadhi of logical inference of Jnana (fire Ether Kundalini Jnana Yoga). 
 

"The process of creation depends on Nada and Bindu from the union of which Siva and Shakti 
appear....Only Nada, manifested by the gross (and inaudible) varnas is the denote of meaning. ...primal 
unvoiced sound (Nada), in almost gross sound (Bindu)....hence the Nada becomes the power of 
Sakti....sound both as Siva and Sakti....Dualism comes under the literature created after the pluralistic 
amalgamation of Saivagamas, is not in the earlier Tamil works." 

International Journal of Science and Research Publicatons, Volume 2, Issue 5, May 2012, "The Concept 
of Nada and Bindu in Tirumantiram" pdf 

Nirmala V., Dept. of Sanskrit Sahitya, Research Scholar, Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit, 
Kalady, Kerala, India 
 
This is what Gurdjieff called the Circulation of Energy meditation based on the Law of Three from the 
Pythagorean Logos. 
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